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ioncube encoder is a comprehensive solution for the
protection of php and non-php scripts. with the encoder
you can hide, encrypt, and license your scripts and make
them available via a pay-per-use model or a perpetual
license. to use the ioncube encoder you only need a
working web server, the encoder, and the php
interpreter. the encoder consists of three components;
the encoder server, the encoder php library, and the
encoderphp engine. the encoder server provides the
login system and authentication information. the encoder
uses the built-in php engine to perform the php
encryption and obfuscation. it is the only php encryption
tool that works with both the standard php engine and
the zend engine. however, it is compatible with windows,
linux, and mac environments. the encoder server is a self-
contained standalone product that does not require an
existing webserver. it is designed to be used as a stand-
alone web application or as a replacement for a third-
party encryption solution. the encoder server is a
standalone application for windows, mac, and linux. with
the encoder server you can hide, encrypt, and license
your scripts and make them available via a pay-per-use
model or a perpetual license. the encoder server works
on windows, mac, and linux. the encoder server is a
standalone application for windows, mac, and linux. with
the encoder server you can hide, encrypt, and license
your scripts and make them available via a pay-per-use
model or a perpetual license.
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ioncube loaders are designed to use in a web browser,
not to be used in a server environment. also, the loaders

are designed to work in conjunction with the php
interpreter to be called at run time, not to be called

directly from the php source. the loaders are not
designed to function as a replacement for the standard

server environment. the loaders include a php
accelerator module that is pre-compiled. it is part of the
ioncube loader, not zend. the accelerator is always pre-
installed when a loader is installed, and it includes the

php interpreter, including the optimisation modules that
were specifically designed to work with the loader. the

php accelerator will be replaced when the php release it
supports is upgraded. ioncube loaders for php 5.2 have

had their accelerator modules replaced with native
ioncube optimisation modules. the files are provided as is
and without any warranty. neither ioncube ltd. nor any of

the ioncube contributors will be responsible for any
damage to your computer or its contents, or to your

data, resulting from the use of these files. except where
explicitly stated, ioncube does not accept any liability for

any damage or loss arising from the use of these files.
your use of the loader and its contents is at your own

risk. ioncube does not accept any responsibility for any
problems or costs that may arise from your use of these

files. ioncube’s encoding engine is called the ioncube
loader. this small, lightweight, and secure executable is a
php interpreter which can be attached to any php-based
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web server. the ioncube loader accepts php source code
in either pure-php mode or as php-compiled source (a

compiled version of the source code). it then passes the
source code through the ioncube encoder, which finally

results in a binary file. the ioncube encoder then
executes the php source code that has been encoded,

and the output is then passed through the ioncube
loader, which interprets and runs the encrypted code.
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